
Imagine future American warfighters in the midst of a mission lever-
aging technology to maintain a new level of situational awareness. 
This may be possible thanks to a new suite of software tools that tap 
into what a Soldier or sailor sees and feels. https://www.army.mil/
article/245580
           
           

Army researchers developed a technique that allows robots to 
remain resilient when faced with intermittent communication losses 
on the battlefield. https://www.army.mil/article/245632
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Breakthrough Army technology is a game changer for deepfake detection
Army researchers developed a deepfake detection method that will 
allow for the creation of state-of-the-art Soldier technology to sup-
port mission-essential tasks such as adversarial threat detection and 
recognition. https://www.army.mil/article/245728
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Research could enable biotechnology advances in medicine, protective equipment, sensors
New Army-funded synthetic biology research manipulated mi-
cro-compartments in cells, potentially enabling bio-manufacturing 
advances for medicine, protective equipment and engineering appli-
cations. https://www.army.mil/article/245669

Army technique enhances robot battlefield operations

The eyes have it: Army, Navy researchers agree to train tech tools based on warfighter gaze
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Army-funded research paves way for improved lasers, communications

Low-cost tech prepares Army for new threats

Army, ASU publish human-autonomy communication tips

Army researchers create pioneering approach to real-time conversational AI

Army study looks at how exoskeleton tech adapts to Soldiers

Army’s corporate research laboratory receives innovation award

New photonics research paves the way for improved lasers, high-speed computing and optical 
communications for the Army. https://www.army.mil/article/245499

With Army funding, scientists invented a way to make compostable plastics break down within a 
few weeks with just heat and water. https://www.army.mil/article/245448

Army researchers, as part of a national security team, are keeping a close eye on the evolution of 
new, low-cost threat emitters to improve the Army’s ability to represent the adversary’s equip-
ment and actions accurately and dynamically. https://www.army.mil/article/245277
           

Army and Arizona State University researchers identified a set of approaches to help scientists 
assess how well autonomous systems and humans communicate. https://www.army.mil/arti-
cle/245474

Researchers created an approach to flexibly interpret and respond to Soldier intent derived from 
spoken dialogue with autonomous systems. https://www.army.mil/article/245363

Army researchers are answering tough questions as part of a new study that focuses on how 
technology adapts to human behavior. In the past, Soldiers faced challenges adapting to novel 
technologies intended to optimize performance. https://www.army.mil/article/245400

The Federal Laboratory Consortium selected the U.S. Army’s corporate research laboratory for 
its 2021 Technology Transfer Innovation Award. https://www.army.mil/article/245162

Army-funded research yields new process that breaks down biodegradable plastics faster
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